
Military vessels have different, demanding and often dangerous 
mission and operational mission profiles...

“YOUR STABILITY IS OUR MISSION”
 
Quantum Marine Engineering, has been recognized in the field of ship motion control for over 20 years. 
Our experience in providing stabilization solutions to the worldʼs militaries is quite extensive, and we offer comprehensive 
equipment packages designed to meet the most exacting stability requirements.

Operating speed requirements for motion control system performance have become more demanding and varied. The latest 
platform design requirements call for optimized motion control covering a broad range of operating speeds to allow the 
vessels to accomplish multiple mission profiles in different modal configurations.

There are many new classes of vessels being built for coastal and harbor security where the missions dictate that the ships 
spend considerable time in station-keeping or slow patrol speed modes. Similarly, smaller, stealthier, faster ships carrying 
maximum firepower, cutting-edge technologies and a minimum crew, require a high level of endurance and sea-keeping 
ability. Safety and crew comfort cannot be underestimated and military operators today have found that making personnel 
more comfortable onboard can significantly increase crew retention.

Quantumʼs ability to design, engineer, deliver and support custom equipment packages is uniquely suited to this changing 
market with systems designed to provide optimum stability at high, medium, low, and zero speed operating conditions.

Quantumʼs portfolio of products and technologies includes a range of fin stabilizer systems suited for vessels from 24 
meters (80 ft.) in length to 160+ meters (525+ ft.). Quantum is the first company to successfully introduce and implement 
its heralded Zero Speed™ stabilization technology designed to stabilize vessels when sailing and when at anchor or 
adrift. The company also introduced several new technologies over the past years to include MAGLift™ rotary stabilizers 
and steering system and the patented XT™ (extendable) fin system. In most cases we can deliver “commercial 
off-the-shelf” (COTS) solutions based on our 13 standard design systems as well as 14 standard design hydraulic 
power units.

Proven Design
Quantum has supplied fin stabilizers to many of the worldʼs Navies and Coast Guards in the Far East, 
Middle East, Europe, Caribbean, South America, and the United States.

Features:
• Reduced footprint for hydraulic power unit
• Minimal electrical power consumption
• A range of standard and custom fins based on advanced foil design 
     (Fins systems)
• Advanced fully digital control technology
• Comprehensive documentation of products as well as ILS

Benefits of Stabilization for Military Operators:
• Proven design – over 750 systems delivered and in use
• Operational optimization (Fuel Efficiency Enhancement)
• Crew Safety and Comfort (even at zero speed)
• Increase Operational Window (Weather and Sea Conditions)
• Stabilized Platform (for missiles, deck mounted armaments, video 
     surveillance)
• Enhanced Sea-keeping Capabilities (Course Keeping and Passage 
     making)
• Crew Retention through eliminating crew fatigue
• High system reliability and availability (COTS)

Special Benefits:
• Station Keeping (Loitering and Slow Speed Operations)
• Stand-off mission capabilities enhanced
• Surveillance Operations (Low and Zero Speed™) 

Advanced Foil Designs
All Quantum fins are Designed for minimal noise and cavitation based on the intensive 
model test programs carried out by the company over the past 10 years.

Applications:
For modern sea vessels of all types, motion control and stability is essential for a variety of platforms, including the operation 

of weapons, launching of missiles and deployment of auxiliary vessels such as RIBS, unmanned surface vessels (USV) and 
helicopters, and itʼs under these applications where Quantum provides reliable stability for multiple vessel types with 

varying missions. 

Frigates • Corvettes • Offshore Patrol Vessels (OPV) • Medical/Surveillance ships
Missile Boats • Patrol Vessels • Littoral Combat Ships (LCS)

Unmanned High Performance vessels (UHPV) • Unmanned Surface Vessels (USV) • SWATHS
Supply/Replenishment Vessels • Support Craft



Customer Service
Quantumʼs dedication to customer service sets the company apart from its competition. From the first contact to the 
final commissioning, every effort is taken to ensure that each project progresses smoothly. 

During construction and installation phases, our engineers and project managers provide essential customer service 
and valuable technical support to shipbuilders and retrofit yards. Because of Quantumʼs strict standards, each vessel 
fitted with a stabilizing system is commissioned by the companyʼs engineers and technicians. Each step is designed to 
guarantee the unequivocal performance of a Quantum system, with regard to the unique characteristics of your vessel.

As an additional benefit, Quantum provides dedicated after sales support so that you can continue to count on the 
Quantum team long after your systemʼs installation.

Our company employs service technicians in Holland, Italy, the United Kingdom, and the United States to offer support 
around the world. By maintaining a comprehensive stock of spare parts in both the USA and Europe, Quantum can 
quickly dispatch resources to service technicians. No matter where your travels take you, as a Quantum client you will 
never have to worry about maintenance support. Quantum has built a reputation for customer service, which is 
emblematic of the companyʼs core values. Our passion and commitment for customer satisfaction ensures that you will 
receive fast and professional support whenever itʼs needed.

Contact Quantum today for a personalized project assessment.

3790 SW 30th Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
Phone: (954) 587-4205 - Fax: (954) 587-4259
www.quantumhydraulic.com
Email: info@quantumhydraulic.com

3790 SW 30th Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
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Active Fin Stabilizer Systems
The modern fin stabilizer system has a solid-state sensor, electronic control head, actuator units and fins. The sensor detects 
the roll motion. The control head that has the programmed response for overcoming that roll motion, sends a signal to the 
actuators that control the fins to deflect them at a sufficient angle to develop the required lift to overcome the roll. 

The fins are essentially foil sections similar to an aircrafts wing and function in the same manner by generating lift. 
While the ship is moving the fins are constantly moving up and down, starting from a centered position. The
up or down movement of the fin will depend upon the direction and amplitude of the waves. Using Quantumʼs 
proprietary calculation method and uniquely engineered designs, a fin stabilizer system can reduce the roll of 
a vessel by as much as *90%!
*Please note - Performance % may differ depending upon sea conditions and the vessels specifications.

Application:
Fin stabilizers represent an optimum solution for a wide range of naval vessels like corvettes, frigates, destroyers and 
Offshore Patrol Vessels (OPVʼs). 

Each of the below listed systems is purpose designed for dual purpose (underway and at rest) 
stabilization, and all units are capable of configuration with Quantumʼs patented XT™ fins.

Model Number Fin Size Range*  Model Number Fin Size Range*
QC 1000  0.6 m - 1.5 m  QC 2200  4.0 m - 6.0 m
QC 1200  0.9 m - 2.0 m  QC 2600  6.0 m - 9.0 m
QC 1500  1.5 m - 2.5 m  QC 3600  9.0 m - 15 m
QC 1800  2.5 m - 4.0 m  * Please note - Sizes are subject to change

Zero Speed™ - Dual Purpose Active Fin Stabilizer Systems 
The Zero Speed™ technology uses the same basic components as described above (fins, actuators, 
sensors and controls), but that is where the similarity ends. When the vessel is anchored or drifting, 
there is no forward speed (the key component in generating lift by the fins), so the process needs 
to rely upon other means of force generation to overcome the shipʼs roll motions. 

The Quantum Zero Speed™ technology is based on the rapid movement of the fins using high 
acceleration forces to “push” water. The resulting forces essentially “nudge” the vessel back 
against the swell and overcome the roll motion (opposing forces). Other differences include the 
design of the fins, the hydraulic power supply, and the heavy duty components needed to 
assure that the systems would be able to handle a dramatic increase in duty cycle (with Zero 
Speed™ the systems operate day and night instead of just when the vessel is moving between ports
or anchorages).

XT ™ fin (Extendable and Retractable) Dual Purpose 
Active Fin Stabilizer Systems
XT™ fin series has been designed to overcome a number of challenges in fitting these dual purpose 
systems to larger vessels. Some modern vessel designs are calling for hull forms with a higher 
volume, which are not always conducive to fitting the stabilizer fin area required for stabilizing 
ships at rest (Zero Speed™). Additionally, many of these larger vessels have designed service 
speeds in excess of 20 knots which dictates that appendage drag be minimized as much as possible.

The XT™ fins are designed to reduce the fin footprint by having extending foils that are only 
deployed for stabilizing the vessel at anchor. When the ship is underway, the foils are retracted, 
thus reducing drag while having sufficient fin area to deliver optimal roll stabilization at sea. 
When deployed, the XT™ fins have a vastly more efficient geometry due to the fact that the area 
of the foil is aft of the shaft and in the best position to deliver the force required for roll damping 
at anchor. An additional benefit of these XT™ fins is the ability, in some cases, to fit two fins 
instead of four, based upon the total area requirements.
 
Performance Capabilities:
In a recent model test, the XT™ fins were shown to deliver a significantly higher roll reduction than 
previous fin designs while staying within the hull envelope. The results of these tests confirmed that 
the fin geometry allowed for a reduced total fin area without sacrificing performance.

The model test results for the XT™ system have shown that the extended foil section, while only 
30 – 35% of the main fixed area, can almost double the roll damping capabilities due to the 
favourable fin geometry.

“Military Power Unit (MPU)” Hydraulic Power Packs – 
Dedicated For Stabilizer Systems
Quantum stabilizer systems rely on our quiet and dependable power packs, whether underway or at anchor. 
Configured to fit your vessel and system requirements, with sound shields available for ZeroSpeed™ or OnAnchor™ 
use, Quantum hydraulic power packs provide the pressure and flow your stabilizer system requires for peak 
performance. Capable of full integration into your vesselʼs alarm and monitoring systems, the Quantum MPU stands 
on flexible mounts and is equipped with the latest in noise reduction technology.  They are also built to the highest 
standard of fit and finish using the finest hydraulic and electrical components available today. 
Quantum power packs fit the job, and your engine room.

Standard Quantum MPU Hydraulic Power Pack configurations include:
• Premium duty electric motors 
• Variable displacement pumps 
• All internal piping is stainless steel
• Quantum Quiet- suppressors, flexible noise and vibration eliminating mounts, and all the 
     latest fluid power technology available for noise reduction 
• Linear bonded polyurethane enamel for highest quality finish and maximum protection 
     from the harsh marine environment 
• Variable Frequency Drives or “Y” Delta start configurations
• Water cooling 
• Full filtration, monitoring, and alarm systems 
• Full documentation- manuals, installation drawings including AutoCAD 

Integrated (Central) Hydraulic Systems – Multiple Consumers
Quantumʼs “Military Power Unit Intergrated (MPUI)” Hydraulic Systems can be employed to deliver integrated 
hydraulic power to a wide array of ship systems. Quantum has gained a global reputation for excellence in design, 
quality and system reliability. The range of systems and options offered by Quantum provide architects, builders 
and operators the ability to reduce overall equipment requirements while saving space, reducing weight and 
providing redundancy. 
 
In place of HPUs dedicated to a single consumer, Quantum provides central integrated systems that serve 
multiple consumers without sacrificing operational control or flexibility. Whether you need dependable 
hydraulic power as part of a Quantum ship roll stabilizer system for underway, or underway and 
ZeroSpeed™; or as part of an integrated hydraulic system that will provide intelligent power for all 
your hydraulic consumers, Quantum has the right power pack. 

One Quantum Integrated Hydraulic System can supply power for all of the 
following hydraulic functions:
• Stabilizer Systems
• Bow and Stern Thrusters
• Anchor Windlasses
• Warping Capstans
• Hydraulic Shell Doors
• Cranes and Davits
• Bulwark Doors
• Gangways and Boarding Ladders
• Fire Pumps
• RIB Luanching/Recovery Systems
• Hydraulic Weapons Platforms

Bow and Stern Thrusters – Sold only as part of Integrated Hydraulic Systems



Advantages of XT™ Fin Systems:
• True dual purpose capability
• Smaller footprint for sailing conditions
• Reduced drag
• Greater potential to employ a single fin pair in some applications.
• Improved performance capability for roll damping at anchor.
• Reduced space and weight in vessel

MAGLift™ “Magnus Effect” Rotary Semi and Fully Retractable 
Underway and Dual Purpose Stabilizer Systems
The Magnus Effect: Heinrich Gustav Magnus, German chemist and physicist in 1853 basically stated...
A sidewise force is generated on a spinning cylindrical or spherical solid immersed in a liquid when forward or 
reverse motion is applied to the spinning body within the liquid, i.e. the force responsible for creating the 
curve on a curve ball!

Quantumʼs latest generation of stabilizer technology uses the above staed phenomana - the Magnus “Effect” in their 
Rotary Stabilizers. This system is specifically designed for applications where low speed stability is required for helicopter, 
auxiliary craft or RIB deployemnt are required. The use of this technology increases the performance envelope of the 
vessel and the crew when considerable time in station-keeping or slow patrol speed modes are required. 

Our patented “MAGLift™” systems also have significant advantages over alternative systems in that the rotors 
retractable and therefore eliminating drag for higher speeds. In addition, the MAGLift™ has the highest lift to 
weight characteristics and the smallest interior footprint of any stabilizer system today. 

Benefits of MagLift™ Rotary Stabilizer Systems:
• Ability to deliver roll stabilization at relatively low vessel speeds (3–18 knots) based upon vessel specifications
• Increased performance envelope of the vessel for Helo Ops and RIB deployment
• Increased safety and comfort for crew and help reduce crew operational fatigue
• Increased fuel efficientcy increased tracking and also by allowing the vessel to to run at low power
• High lift to footprint capacity comparied to fin stabilization
• Underway “fully retractable” system can be installed on “Ice Class” vessels
• Reduced “Hual-Outs” for vessels when using the underway “fully retractable” system
• System redundancy (each rotor can work independently)
• Reduction in appendage drag

“Magnus Effect” Rotary Retractable Bow Steering Systems
Quantum has utilized their extensive engineering knowledge and research in developing a new 
technology that would assist in the steering of vessels requiring precise continuous 
course correction. Vessels such as supply and replenishment ships whose mission 
profile is exacting under various environmental conditions.

The Bow Rotor is a fully retractable twin rotary system that utilizes the same 
Magnus Effect phenomena as the Quantum MAGLift™ Stabilizer System. 
The rotors are located in the bow of a vessel and deployed while underway. 
Rotating at speed of 300 – 1500 RPM., the rotors provide extremely precise 
control over the course of the vessel.

The benefits of the Rotary Bow Steering System are:
• Precise course correction
• Increased maneuverability and vessel control
• System redundancy (each rotor can work independently)

ARCHER™ Active Trim Tab Ride Control Systems 
(with extendable/retractable foils)
Quantumʼ s innovative ARCHER™ (Advanced Ride Control High-speed Extendable Retractable) brings greatly improved 
ride control to higher performance craft. Today, advances in propulsion equipment, manufacturing 
methods, design and engineering, and lightweight materials mean that more and larger craft are 
capable of speeds in excess of 24 knots. Quantumʼs ARCHER™ active ride control system comprises of 
the sophisticated and intelligent ARC3010 motion control system and retractable winglets built into
active trim tabs. The design incorporates a hollow section trim tab with a unique, extendable winglet. 
When needed, the winglet, hydraulically actuated, extends from inside the trim tab thereby providing 
greater lift forces and roll stabilization lever arm length. This results in greatly improved stabilization 
motion control at lower speeds. 

It also significantly improves directional stability in quartering and following seas. At higher operating 
speeds (typically 25 knots +), the winglets can be retracted inside the tab to provide minimal drag at the 
high end of the vesselʼs speed range or when entering harbor. The ARCHER™ system is intended for 
vessels in the 80 – 200 foot range with speeds of 25 – 50 knots.

Quantumʼs ARC3000 (Adaptive Ride Control) Series
Control Systems
Todayʼs vessels support a variety of sophisticated input devices for the modern bridge. Quantumʼs 
stabilizer controller systems are all designed with a user friendly, yet ergonomically designed 
panel. This series of controllers is a culmination of many years of research and development 
and has proven itself on board of hundreds of ships. Amongst other features, it sports an 
AUTO mode that features “Adaptive Logic” which allows the system to adjust itself to changing 
sea conditions.

The ARC series comprises of three models, and which type is installed depends upon the stabilizer type used 
and the application. Depending upon the model used, the operator can set the stabilizer system to a specific mode 
allowing for a variety of sea conditions and environments. Throughout the series, a robust three-term control 
concept is used to stabilize the ship. This provides superior performance, especially in conditions that 
confounded older stabilizer controls, such as long beam or following seas. When properly set up, the three-term 
control concept also minimizes drag. This setup is done during commissioning. Unlike some competitorʼs 
products, the user cannot undo the minimum drag feature by the controls available.  
 
The ARC 3001 model is the model for fin stabilizers with ZeroSpeed™ (dual purpose) capabilities for 
stabilization when the ship is sailing and when at anchor or adrift. 

The ARC 3010 model is for Ride Control (Roll, Pitch and Trim) using the ARCHER™ system for fast 
vessels. It is an advanced digital electronic control that makes sophisticated ride control possible. 
 
The latest development in controller design is the SMC4000 controller. This controller can be 
configured to emulate any of the above mentioned controllers. It is controlled by a touch screen 
control head but can also be connected to a screen on the shipʼs “glass bridge”. Multiple control 
heads can be fitted where needed. The SMC4000 has a powerful processor that has ample 
capacity of future software upgrades for new and improved control capabilities when they 
become available. 

No matter which model is right for your vessel, the following standard features mean that 
you are looking at the finest marine stabilizer controls in the world today.

Standard: 
• Microprocessor control
• State of the art solid-state roll sensing device- totally electronic, no mechanical gyros
• Full three term control- roll angle, roll rate, roll acceleration
• Adaptive Logic- responds and adapts to changing sea conditions
• Two control ZeroSpeed™ modes in ARC3001 and SMC4000
• NMEA 0183 interface – connect to existing vessel speed instruments

Optional
• Remote control (ARC30XX series)
• Extra full function control heads (SMC4000)
• Connection to “glass bridge” (SMC4000)


